Visit of the Coventry University
March 27th, 2019

Coventry University
Michael Fitzpatrick, Professor and Pro-Vice Chancellor Engineering Environment and Computing.

National Institute for Space Research, INPE
Adriana Cursino Thomé, Head of International Relations Affairs;
Marcelo Banik, Operation Manager, EMBRACE;
Walter Abrahão, Technologist, Coordination of Engineering and Space Technology;
Nandamudi Lankalapalli Vijaykumar, Coordination of Associated Laboratories;
Alberto de Paula Silva, Laboratory of Integration and Testing.

AGENDA

09:30-10:00 – Welcome and Overview of INPE’s Activities  (Adriana Cursino Thomé)
10:00-10:15 – Presentation: Course of Space Engineering and Technology  (Walter Abrahão)
10:15-10:30 – Presentation: Course of Applied Computing  (Nandamudi Vijaykumar)
10:30-10:45 – Presentation: Overview of Coventry University’s Activities  (Michael Fitzpatrick)
10:45-11:00 – Discussion
11:00-11:30 – Visit to the Space Weather Center, EMBRACE  (Marcelo Banik)
11:30-12:00 – Visit to the Laboratory of Integration and Testing, LIT  (Alberto de Paula Silva)